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Herren Tania, being my brother (in law) now officially, you have entertained me with a good supply of games while in Indonesia and you have enjoyed our house in the Netherlands, perhaps inspiring you to move your newly founded banana business to Europe? Being the youngest is never easy, I know, but you have the opportunity to learn from your older siblings that have graduated before you. I hope we can continue to support your growth and you can perhaps make the whole family rich soon. Hanel Tania, together with Herren you are the younger siblings I never had, the benefits of marriage. You have started your own marriage recently with Sylvia Gunawan and will explore all that comes with marrying a woman with a PhD. I wish you both a lot of happiness in this new adventure. You are the business power couple of the family, together with Herren you are sure to hear from me, when academia will leave me poor in the streets!

Gotok Hianwijaya and Aprillia Linggaraja, thank you for being such caring parents for Vessa and supporting our relationship with such enthusiasm. I am sure many can only wish to have such a close family connection spreading over the world.

Navessa Tania, Vessa, the love of my life and my beautiful bride. Many overlapping life-events, including the both of us switching from microbiology to pharmaceutical sciences and even the both of us joining iGEM Groningen gave us opportunities to meet but not until we ended up together in pharmacology did we finally succeed. I am happy we finally got to meet each other and lucky that you travelled all the
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way from Indonesia to the Netherlands for your Master. Finding someone with so many things in common, even though we grew up worlds apart feels unreal, even to this day. You were my biggest support in finding a career to leave Groningen, knowing we would spend an unknown amount of time apart. Words fall short to express my gratitude to you. I know we will always support each other in any aspect of life. I am grateful to call you my wife and I will enjoy growing old together for many years to come. This chapter is finally finished for me and for you it is ending soon, finally we can start anew elsewhere. Onwards to the unknown!
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